In an earlier paper MR] the authors introduced the inverse measure y (dt) of a given measure (dt) o n 0 1] and presented the`inversion formula' f y ( ) = f(1= ) which w as argued to link the respective m ultifractal spectra of and y . A second paper RM2] established the formula under the assumption that and y are continuous measures. Here, we i n vestigate the general case which r e v eals telling details of interest to the full understanding of multifractals. Subjecting self-similar measures to the operation 7 ! y creates a new class of discontinuous multifractals. Calculating explicitly we nd that the inversion formula holds only for the` ne multifractal spectra' and not for the`coarse' ones. As a consequence, the multifractal formalism fails for this class of measures. A natural explanation is found when drawing parallels to equilibrium measures. In the context of our work it becomes natural to consider the degenerate H older exponents 0 and 1. (fac simile for personal use c Cambridge Philosophical Society)
Introduction
Let be a probability measure on 0 1]. Its distribution function M(x) = ( 0 x ]) is an increasing and right-continuous map of 0 1] to itself. There is a natural way of de ning an`inverse function' M y of M. Its di erential is a probability measure y which w e call the inverse measure of : 
As will be shown y is indeed a measure, and y y = .
Our interest lies in a possible relation between the multifractal spectra f and f y of and y and the implications of such a connection. (For de nitions see Section 2). In part I MR] i t w as argued that the so-called inversion formula should hold: f y ( ) = f(1= ): (O) a r e m utually disjoint subsets of O. F or the ease of dealing with inverse measures of self-similar measures, we will assume that the OSC holds with O = ( 0 1). Then, it is well-known (see AP, R1] and also CM, F2, O] ) that all reasonable de nitions of the multifractal spectrum of coincide. In particular, all spectra equal the Legendre transform ( ) : = i n f q (q ; (q)) where u;1 X i=0 p i q r i ; (q) = 1 :
It is easy enough to verify the inversion formula (2) for self-similar measures with full support 0 1]: In this case we h a ve r 0 + : : :+ r u;1 = 1 , a n d a m o m e n ts thought shows that the inverse measure y is self-similar with ratios r y i = p i , and probabilities p y i = r i .
Thus, q = ; y (q y ), q y = ; (q), and (2) follows easily from f = .
If is supported on a Cantor set K 0 1] then r 0 + : : : + r u;1 < 1 b y the OSC (note that dim(K) = ; (0) < 1). In order to obtain an invariance for y it is useful to add similarities w j (j = u : : : v ;1) to the family w 0 : : : w u;1 such that (0 1) is still an open set and such that r 0 + : : : + r v;1 = 1. Assigning the probabilities p j = 0 ( j = u : : :v ; 1)
to these maps leaves unchanged and nds y invariant under (w y 0 : : : w y u;1 ). This observation leads naturally to extending the notion of self-similar measures by allowing ratios r i = 0 and probabilities p i = 0. A rst possible extension of the inversion formula for non-continuous measures is, thus, to verify whether (4) (the sum taken only over all i with r y i 6 = 0 , i . e . p i 6 = 0 ) c o n tinues to rule the spectra of this broader class of self-similar measures. As we will show, this is indeed true for the two H older spectra f H ( ) and f P ( ) which are de ned as the Hausdor and the packing dimension of the set K of singularity exponents , respectively (see Section 2). The`coarse' H older spectra f G ( ) and f L ( ), however, which are obtained through partitioning of 0 1], contain less information on the singularities than f H , and the inversion formula fails here. This is due to the presence of atoms. They shadow the ner details of the dense parts of the measure to an analysis from the`global' point o f v i e w o f f G , w h i c h manifests itself in a linear part in the graph of f G .
As a consequence, the multifractal formalism which states f H = f P = f G = f L , fails for this class of multiplicative measures. Moreover, the inversion formula (2) does not hold for f G and f L in general. In more positive w ords, information hidden in a linear part of f G may be recovered by analyzing its inverse measure. It is worthwhile to note that such a procedure is not equivalent to the` xed mass algorithm', unless is continuous and non-vanishing.
Section 2 provides de nitions and the proof of (2) in the continuous case. In Section 3 the discontinuous self-similar measures are introduced and their full multifractal analysis is provided. Section 4 contains the proof of (2) for f H and f P for general probability measures on 0 1]..
Preliminaries
We start this section by establishing some claims made in the introduction. Then, we introduce the various multifractal spectra and relate them to each other. Finally, w e prove the inversion formula (2) in the continuous case.
Lemma 1 M y as de ned in (1) is monotonous and right-continuous. Hence, y is a measure.
Proof
Monotony o f M y is immediate. Consider a sequence k & . By de nition of M y ( ), we can choose ft n g n such t h a t M(t n ) > and t n < M y ( ) + 1 =n. F or every n we n d k n with M(t n ) > kn , hence, t n M y ( kn ) M y ( ) a n d M y is right-continuous.
} Lemma 2
We have y y = . In other words, M y y = M. Proof Take t < 1 and let := M(t). Recall that M y y (t) = i n f f 0 : M y ( 0 ) > t g.
Assume rst that M y y (t) < . Then, we n d 0 < with M y ( 0 ) > t . T ake t 0 > t with M y ( 0 ) > t 0 . The de nition of M y implies M(t 0 ) 0 < = M(t), a contradiction to monotony. Assume now that M y y (t) > . Then, we n d 0 > with M y ( 0 ) t. The continuous versions are, by de nition, more regular than the usual ones. f H c has been studied by Lau & Ngai LN] in the context of in nite Bernoulli convolutions and a closely related notion has appeared earlier in a work by B r o wn, Michon and Peyri ere BMP, T h m . 2 ] .
Of practical interest is yet another approach t o m ultifractal analysis. Based on a partition of IR d , w e will de ne two coarse multifractal spectra f G and f L . F or simplicity we s t i c k to the case d = 1 the general case is obvious. log N ( ") log 1= where N ( ") = # fB 2 H : jB 1 j +" (B 1 ) < jB 1 j ;" g:
Here, N denotes the number of`intervals from a grid of size with coarse H older exponent (B) = log (B)= log jBj roughly equal to '. As was described earlier in R1], the straightforward or naive w ay o f c o u n ting intervals gives poor results in theory as well as in numerical application. Among the various possible improvements suggested by Strichartz, Olsen, Lau & Ngai, Arbeiter & Patzschke, and one of the present authers S, LN, O, AP], we f a vor the given one for its simplicity and accuracy R1, PR] .
Though tempting it is wrong to interpret f G as the box dimension of K (Ex. 1). The truth is that K has the same box dimension as its topological closure which is, in the case of self-similar measures, equal to the whole support of the measure. In fact, recalling K 0 = G \ F 0 and setting A m := ft 2 0 1] : jIj +2" (I) < jIj ;2" if t 2 I and jIj 1=mg log N ( 2") log 1= : It is well known that Dim( ) ( ) (see Tricot or Falconer Tr, F ] ) . Together with m A m K ;" +" and Dim( m A m ) = sup m Dim(A m ), one concludes f G ( ) f P c ( ). In combination with dim( ) Dim( ) F , T r], we obtain the following relation between the various spectra:
If the box dimension was -stable like Hausdor and packing dimension, one could argue f G ( ) sup m (A m ) = ( m A m ) = (supp( )) which i s o b viously not true. The spectrum f G is related to the partition function (q) (q) := lim inf !0 log P B2H (B 1 ) q log through the Legendre transform R1] (q) = i n f 2IR q ; f G ( ) :
This relation holds also in the much more general context of Choquet capacities (see Levy-Vehel and Vojak LV, Thm 3]). The tentative i n version formula (2) translates to: q y = ; y = ;q:
(8) Most evidently it holds for self-similar measures (compare (4)). In general, however, (8) will fail as is the case with discontinuous self-similar measures. It may also fail for continuous measures, e.g. if their spectrum f G is not strictly concave.
De nition 6 It is natural to introduce the Legendre t r ansform of (q) as a multifractal spectrum:
An equivalent form of (7) is to say t h a t f L is the concave h ull of f G . Consequently:
For typical values of , w e h a ve equality. I n f a c t R 2 ] :
where + := 0 (q+) and ; := 0 (q;) denote the one-sided derivatives of (q). The multifractal formalism is closely related to the thermodynamical formalism and means that equality holds in Lemma 5. To establish it under various assumptions has been a point of major interest in multifractal analysis (see Kahane In general, however, the estimate (6) can clearly be sharp, meaning that an interval B can show a coarse H older exponent (B) = although it contains no point t with (t) = .
The most simple example is the absolutely continuous measure with density (t) = t on 0 1], i.e. M(t) = t 2 =2. Here, (t) = 1 f o r 0 < t 1 a n d (0) = 2, hence f H (1) = 1, f H ( 2 ) = 0 a n d K is empty otherwise. A direct calculation shows, on the other hand, that f G ( ) = 2 ; for 1 2. What seems to be a paradox is readily explained: while log (I)= log jIj tends to 1 for all t > 0, a coarse graining on any`pre-asymptotic' level > 0 will show a non{trivial distribution of H older exponents. The inequality f G > f H is a direct consequence of the highly non-uniform convergence of the H older exponents (t).
Further examples of a similar kind are present with the inverse measures of self-similar measures. Before introducing them in Section 3, we p r o vide some intuition on inverse measures by giving the proof of the inversion formula (2) in the continuous case.
The continuous case
By saying loosely that we are in the`continuous case' we mean that M(t) = ( 0 t ]) is continuous and strictly increasing.
Equivalently, w e could require that one of the following conditions are satis ed: i) and y are both continuous.
ii) M : 0 1] 7 ! 0 1] is onto and one-to-one with inverse M y . Provided (10) holds and 0 < < 1, w e h a ve t 2 K , M(t) 
or, more generally,
This is a simple consequence of jM(I)j = (I) a n d y (M(I)) = jIj which holds for arbitrary intervals I due to (10). 
}
Corollary 10 (Inversion formula in the continuous case) Assume that M is onto and one-to-one. Let 0 < < 1, and let A be any subset of K . Then,
and Dim(A) = Dim(M(A)): Finally, K 0 is at the most of dimension 0 but might be e m p t y :
Remark 11 In the continuous case, f G is properly linked with the spectrum f F obtained by the so-called` xed mass algorithm', provided (q) is a strictly concave di eomorphism R2]. As its name suggests, f F is obtained through a partition of 0 1] into intervals of equal mass. This partition translates immediately i n to a usual grid on the -axis. As a consequence, the inversion formula holds in this case also for f G and f L .
Proof
Note rst that M(A) K y 1= and that M y (M(A)) = A due to (11). Applying Proposition 8 once to and A K G , and once to y and M(A) K y
} Remark 12 Proposition 8 could be used to establish the inversion formula in general if it were not for a generalization of (11) which appears to be cumbersome. In the context of Section 4, this generalization will come more natural.
Remark 13 In the de nition of K F : : : , all possible intervals are considered. In certain situations, however, it is convenient to restrict the attention to a family J of intervals. Then, if K F and G are de ned using only elements o f J , t h e s e t s K y y , F y y , a n d G y y have to be de ned using the family M(J ) o f i n tervals on the -axis. The de nition of dimension has then to be modi ed accordingly on the t-and the -axes.
Discontinuous self-similar maesures
In this section, we p r o vide the full multifractal analysis of a broader class of self-similar measures, allowing also discontinuous ones. As a corollary, w e obtain the inversion formula (2) for f H and f P in this special case as well as a counter example showing that (2) may fail for f G and f L . M o r e o ver, we o b t a i n a w eak form of the multifractal formalism for the discontinuous self-similar measures, namely, that the`coarse' spectrum f G is the concave hull of the` ne' spectrum f H .
What might l o o k l i k e a loss can be turned into a gain: Coarse multifractal analysis of the inverse measure of a given measure may p r o vide the information hidden in the linear part of f G |as is the case with discontinuous self-similar measures. (Note that this procedure is not equivalent to the xed mass algorithm which is as sensitive t o t h e presence of atoms as f G R2].)
We conclude the section by comparing discontinuous self-similar measures with equilibrium measures of dynamical systems.
Extended notion of self-similar measures
We start with two simple examples.
Example 1 Failure of the Multifractal Formalism] Consider the self-similar measure C invariant under the maps w 0 (t) = r 0 t and w 1 (t) = ( 1 ; r 1 ) + r 1 t with r 0 + r 1 < 1 and with probabilities p 0 = p 1 = 1 =2 (see (3)). By de nition, intervals of zero C measure correspond to atoms of the inverse measure C y . Since their lengths add up to 1, C y must be purely atomic. A closer look reveals that C y consists of a hierarchy of atoms situated in the binary points 1=2, 1=4, 3=4, 1=8, etc. having masses r 2 := 1 ;r 0 ;r 1 , r 0 r 2 , r 1 r 2 , r 0 r 0 r 2 , r 0 r 1 r 2 , r 1 r 0 r 2 , r 1 r 1 r 2 , etc.
Introducing a third map w 2 (t) = r 0 + r 2 t with probalility p 2 = 0 l e a ves C unchanged. The inverse measure C y , on the other hand, is then invariant under w y 0 ( ) = =2, w y 2 ( ) = p 0 + p 2 1=2 a n d w y 1 ( ) = p 0 + p 2 + p 1 = 1 =2 + =2 with probabilities r 0 , r 2 and r 1 , respectively.
Though purely atomic, C y possesses non-trivial spectra since its support is not countable. By Corollary 22, (8) and (4), the ne multifractal spectra f y H and f y P of C y are composed of the origin and a bell-shaped curve which is the graph of the Legendre transform of 
Note that f y G (0) = 0 by direct calculation. This is in stark contrast to the fact that the set of atoms is dense, hence, of box dimension 1.
Example 2 Failure of inversion formula for the coarse graining approach] Take p 0 2 (0 1) and let p 1 = 1 ; p 0 . Consider the multifractal measure composed of Dirac measures p n 0 p 1 in the points 1=2 n :
Note rst that is invariant u n d e r w 0 (t) = t=2 a n d w 1 (t) 1 (compare (3)). As before, it is convenient t o a d d a m a p w 2 (t) = t=2 + 1 =2 with probability p 2 = 0 to the invariance family of .
For the ne multifractal spectra f H and f P , w e n d : f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1 a n d f( 0 ) = 0 for 0 = ; log p 0 = log 2, which i s t h e H older exponent a t t = 0 . F or all other , w e h a ve K = .
Straightforward calculation yields (q) = 0 q for q < 0 a n d (q) = 0 otherwise. Also by explicit calculation or using Theorem 19, one nds f G ( ) = 0 f o r 0 0 and f G ( ) = ;1 otherwise.
By drawing a graph of M, it is easy to see that y is of the same form as :
2 ;n fp n 0 g : In conclusion, the inversion formula (2) can been veri ed for the ne multifractal spectra f H and f P , but if fails for the coarse multifractal spectra f G and f L in all points but = 0 . F or (q), the inversion formula (8) holds only at q = 0 .
Consider the following de nition of a self-similar measure on 0 1] which is broader than the usual one H, CM, R1]:
De nition 14 A p r obability measure on 0 1] is called self-similar i
where w i is a similarity map of 0 1] into itself with contraction ratios r i , and where w e require that r 0 +: : : +r u;1 = 1 , p 0 +: : : +p u;1 = 1 , r i 0 and p i 0 for all i. F urthermore, we call discontinuous self-similar i r i = 0 6 = p i and r j 6 = 0 6 = p j for some i and some j.
If p i = 0 for all i with r i = 0 , t h e n is self-similar in the usual sense H]. Allowing p i = 0 means to include measures supported on a set of dimension strictly less than 1. Allowing r i = 0 means to include the inverse of such self-similar measures. The condition r i = 0 6 = p i implies that there are atoms while r j 6 = 0 6 = p j avoids the triviality o f reducing to a nite number of atoms. Discontinuous self-similar measures are purely atomic: by n-fold application of (12) the mass not lying in an atom is smaller than ( P r i 6 =0 p i ) n which tends to zero. Here, we stretch the notion of self-similarity b e y ond its original meaning that`the whole' can be`regained' by enlarging any little part of it. Still, these measures are invariant, unique, and they can be obtained by`redistributing mass' in intervals in a self-similar way. In particular, the cylindrical sets V jn = w 1 : : : w n ((0 1)) obtained by iteratively applying the maps w i continue to be useful when approximating the measure : (V jn ) = n p 1 : : : p n with c n 1=c for some constant c > 0. It is not necessary to use maps to produce the sets V jn and one can think of a more general construction of measures through a nested family of sets V jn , sometimes called Moran constructions. As is shown in CM, R1, PW], the multifractal spectra do not depend on the actual positioning of`daughter sets' V jn+1 within V jn as long as the obvious separation condition is respected. Applying the inversion formula in its general form (Theorem 21), we conclude that the actual masses of the atoms (p i > 0 = r i ) o f a discontinuous measure are not essential but the`multiplicative process' which rules the length and mass of the intervals that seperate them. The spectra will, therefore, depend only on the non-degenerate entries, i.e. the maps with r i 6 = 0 6 = p i .
We need adopt the separation condition.
De nition 15 Given a self-similar measure, the open set condition is said to hold with K i K is compact with nonempty interior O such that w i (O) are mutually disjoint subsets of K. For ordinary self-similar measures, this de nition coincides with the usual one, e.g. with the one used in AP]. The ne multifractal spectra of a discontinuous self-similar measure (12) can be computed in the straightforward generalization of (4): Theorem 16 Let be a self-similar measure and de ne the concave, di erentiable function through X i: r i 6 =06 =p i p i q r i ; (q) = 1 : (13) Assume that the OSC is satis ed with K = 0 1]. Then, f H ( ) = f H c ( ) = f P ( ) = f P c ( ) = ( ) : = q 0 (q) ; (q) at = 0 (q) for q 2 IR as well as for q ! 1 . F or all other 2 (0 1), we have K = . K 0 is at most countable and it is non-empty i there i s i with r i = 0 6 = p i . K 1 contains nonempty open intervals i it is non-empty and i there i s j with p j = 0 6 = r j . Remark 17 The theorem holds also in the random case in the sense of AP], given that assumption 1.1 iii) of AP] is replaced by: iii') there is a number r min > 0 such t h a t r i is either 0 or larger than r min with probability 1 and similar for p i .
In our context, in nite H older exponents occur only in gaps. We include them for reasons of symmetry and completeness. In general, in nite H older exponents may occur also as non{trivial limits. As an example, we refer to the left sided multifractal presented in MEH, RM1]. Some of these in nite self-similar measures are continuous and non{ vanishing, and have H older exponent 1 (Lebesgue) almost everywhere RM1, Ex. 1]. Proof Using the inequalities between the various spectra as stated in Lemma 5, it is enough to show that f P c and f H .
We think of the points t 2 0 1] as being encoded by a sequence = 1 2 : : :in the usual way, i.e. 2 : = f0 : : : u ; 1g II N and the sequence w jn (0) := w 1 : : : w n (0) converges to t. The coding is unique for all but countably many p o i n ts t (if r i = 1 =10 for all i, then this is just the usual decimal representation). We denote by r := f 2 : r i 6 = 0 6 = p i g II N . All but a countable number of points t on supp( ), e.g. the atoms of , are encoded with sequences of r . Note, that sequences from r can also encode atoms.
Some notation is useful: n := f0 : : : u ;1g n , := S n n , and similarly r n and r .
Let jn := 1 : : : n . It will be clear from the context whether jn is an arbitrary word of length n or whether it is the beginning segment of length n of a given longer word. Let r jn = r 1 : : : r n , p jn = p 1 : : : p n , a n d J := f jn 2 : r jn < r jn;1 and p jn 6 = 0 g J r := J \ r :
These sets J can be thought of as being constructed iteratively in the following way. 
for every J r . Moreover, jV jn j = r jn and (V jn )= ((0 1)) = p jn . Now, it is easy to check that the claim is true for H older exponents 0 and 1: First, (t) is bounded from above for all t provided p i > 0 for all i. This follows easely by considering the intervals I n de ned to be the r n parallelbody of V jn for any sequence that encodes t, and by noting I 3 t, jI n j 3r n , a n d (I) ((0 1)) p jn (here, r and r denote the smallest, nonvanishing and the largest r i respectively). Thus, if K 1 6 = there exists necessarily a j with p j = 0 6 = r j . But if so, the interior of K 1 is obviously not empty.
For H older exponent 0 note that (t) is bounded from below b y m i n i (log p i = log r i ) provided r i > 0 for all i.
Assume for the remainder that 0 < < 1. Let " > 0 s u c h t h a t ;" > 0. The coding sequence of a point o f K ;" +" must belong to r by de nition. For this restricted set of digits, the usual arguments apply as we are about to show. Now, we claim that (t) can be computed using V jn , q a.s. Then, it follows that K q itself has full q measure, thus, positive ( q )-dimensional Hausdor measure. We proceed as in AP, Lemma 3.8]. Some caution is needed, though, since mass may l i e o n the boundary points of K jn = w jn ( 0 1]). Rather than with K jn , w e h a ve to argue with V jn = w jn ((0 1)). Due to the OSC (V jn ) = p jn ((0 1)). Since V jn is the interior of K jn , w e m a y substitute the basic estimates B(h( ) r ) K jkr( ) and B(h( ) r ) K jkr( ) in AP] b y B(h( ) r ) V jkr( ) and B(h( ) r = 2) V jkr( ) . This is obviously su cient for the estimation of H older exponents. (Hereby, h( ) denotes the point t with address ). Together with jV jn j = r jn the claim follows as in AP]. It relies heavily on the fact that the distance of a point t o t h e b o u n d a r y o f K is log-integrable with respect to q . In other words, points of K q do not come too often too close to the atoms of .
}
In order to compute the coarse multifractal spectra, let us rst investigate (q).
Proposition 18 Let be a discontinuous self-similar measure. De ne as in (13) for jn 2 r n . But overlap may occur for other jn, i.e. for atoms: The OSC can not be iterated for the sets V i which are contained in the boundary of K. The partition function (q), describing a scaling behavior, depends not on m i , but only on the way h o w the further atoms are produced by t h e m ultiplicative process as one iterates (12) in order to obtain more detailed information about .
Assume rst that (f0g) = (f1g) = 0. See Ex. 1. Consider the set J as de ned in (14) and recall its iterative construction. The following remarks are most easily established by induction. First, the set J a := J nJ r = f jn 2 J : r n = 0 g encodes atoms. More precisely, the sets V jn with jn 2 J a are singletons and the tails n+1 n+2 : : :are of no signi cance since r n = 0. The set J r , on the other hand, encodes mutually disjoint o p e n i n tervals V jn of positive length r jn . B e t ween any t wo atoms of (17) where r = minfr i : r i 6 = 0 g and c 0 =1 + 2 ((0 1))= min i (m i )) are constants. To see this, assume for a moment t h a t J had been constructed allowing also words with p jn = 0 .
Then, the sets V 0 jm ( 0 jm 2 J ) c o ver all of 0 1] up to nite many p o i n ts of zero measure. By induction, a is a boundary point t o t wo o p e n i n tervals V 0 jm and V 00 jk ( 0 jm 00 jk 2 J r ) w i t h m k n and 0 jn ; 1 = 00 jn ; 1 = jn ; 1. This implies (V 0 jm )= ((0 1)) = p 0 jm p jn;1 = (fag)=m n . S i n c e V 0 jm and V 00 jk are of length at least r , the claim follows easily.
In the general case, that is if we a l l o w atoms in 0 and/or 1, the list of atoms a i at rst stage' (boundary points of the intervals V i (i 2 r 1 ) with positive mass) will contain not only the xpoints of maps w i with r i = 0 < p i . W e m a y still have m i := (fa i g) = p i (see Ex. 2) and the arguments above are valid. In general, however, overlap will occur on the boundary of V i (i 2 1 ) leading to m i > p i for some of the atoms a i at rst stage.
If so, we h a ve to adopt the de nition of J slightly: in the iterative construction of J , a`newly arriving' atom V jn may coincide with an already existing one, say V 0 jm , which must lie on the boundary of the parent V jn;1 . Consequently, n must encode one of the atoms in 0 and/or 1 and m < n , 0 jm;1 = jm;1. In this case we k eep only the shorter address 0 jm and discard jn (the additional mass supposed to arrive a t V jn was already accounted for by m 0 m ). It is important to note that we m a y assume without loss of generality that there are atoms of the form a i = w i (a i ) 2 (0 1) at` rst stage': if not, we use that is also invariant under the family w ij . The claim follows then from the very de nition of discontinuous self-similar measures (De nition 14) and by c hoosing an enumeration for 2 . This said, we h urry to add that (16) and (17) For the asymptotical behavior of this sum, note rst that the words jn 2 J r are of length n between log =log r and log =log r with r = m a x fr i g. F 
where we used (15) and where ( ) is bounded between minf1 r (q) g and maxfr (q) 1g for all . T h us, (q) (q). Finally, w e estimate the sum over J a from above i n a v ery crude way. Including a factor = P i m q i , w e can discard with the last digits of such w ords jn and replace them with jn ; 1. Then, r jn;1 > , and since (q) < 0 ; (q) X Corollary 20 The multifractal formalism does not apply to discontinuous self-similar measures, i.e. f H = f P 6 = f G = f L . A w e aker form holds, though: f H = f L .
This comes to its extreme with measures the ne multifractal spectra of which consist of only two p o i n ts: the grid spectrum is a line connecting these two points (see Ex. 2 and a degenerate case of Ex. 1).
Proof
The`classical' case is well known R1] and we m a y assume that is a discontinuous selfsimilar measure. The upper bound f G f L holds in general. For = 0, this implies immediately f G (0) = 0 which can as well be obtained by direct computation. It remains to provide a lower bound on f G ( ) f o r > 0. For notation, we refer to Proposition 18. log 1= log #J r 0 ( ") log 1= = h log #J r 0 ( ") log 1= 0 we conclude that f G ( ) h ( =h). This proves the theorem.
In order to apply a large deviation result of Ellis-G artner E], we recall the asymptotic behavior of the partition function corresponding to J r . By (19): P J r p jn t = ( ) ; (t) where ( ) is bounded. Now, consider the probability s p a c e s J r n with uniform distribution where n ! 0 i s an arbitrary sequence. Denote the moment generating function of the random variables X n = log p jn by c n (t) : = I E exp(tX n )] = P J r n p jn t =#J r n . L e t a n := log n ! ; 1 . Then, we h a ve c(t) : = l i m n!1 1 a n log c n (t) = (t) ; (0):
Since c is concave and di erentiable, E, theorem II.2] applies: denote by P n (U) t h e probability that (1=a n )X n lies in U for a randomly picked jn. I f U is open and U 0 is closed, then
;a n lim sup n!1 log P n (U 0 )
;a n I(U 0 )
where I(U) := sup fI( ) : 2 Ug and I( ) = i n f t (t ; c(t)) = ( ) + (0). Choosing U = ( ; "=2 + "=2) and U 0 = ; 2" + 2 "] w e h a ve P n (U) #J r n #J r n ( ") P n (U 0 ) #J r n for n large enough.
} 3.2 Equilibrium measures
A natural generalization of the notion of self-similar measures are the equilibrium measures which appear in the theory of dynamical systems. In a typical situation on the line, one will consider a conformal mapping g which maps some disjoint i n tervals I i 0 1] onto 0 1] such that ;log jg 0 j is negative a n d H older continuous. The invariant measure in question will then live on the repeller of g, more precisely it will be the equilibrium measure of another H older continuous function . T h i s s c heme reduces to the self-similar case if g is such t h a t t h e w i are its inverse branches and if takes the constant v alue log p i on I i . The multifractal formalism, which basically states that f H ( ) = f L ( ), has been established for Cookie-cutters by Rand Ra] , and for equilibrium measures of certain Moran constructions by P esin and Weiss PW]. Set = exp( ; Pf g) w i t h P denoting the pressure function and let be (uniquely) de ned through Pfq log ; (; log jg 0 j)g = 0 .
Then, equals , and the spectra of collapse with the Legendre transform . Note, that the de nition of reduces to the usual one (13) in the self-similar case.
It is tempting to produce new measures analogously to self-similar measures, i.e. to exchange the roles of`geometry' ;log jg 0 j and`mass' , and to compare this procedure with the inversion. Assume, therefore, that = ;log jh 0 j for some function h with properties analogous to g. Denote the h-invariant equilibrium measure corresponding to := ; log jg 0 j by .
The ne multifractal spectra of y can be obtained through the inversion formula, i.e. they equal the Legendre transform of the inverse ;1 . In analogy with Proposition 18, we conjecture that the partition function of y is minf ;1 0g.
Being an equilibrium measure, has its ne multifractal spectra equal to where, as before, Pft log ; (; log jh 0 j)) = 0 with = exp( ; Pf g). Though very closely related, the spectra of y and are very well distinguished, i.e. 6 = ;1 , unless Pf g and Pf g vanish. But this is the degenerate case when and are supported on all of 0 1].
One particular di erence between the spectra of y and is the slope of their tangent through the origin, i.e. the zero of ;1 and , respectively. With the continuous , this slope is 1 while it is strictly less than 1 for the discontinuous y . This fact re ects the fundamentally di erent w ay of dealing with the fact of`loosing mass' when approximating the measure iteratively by (V jn ). With y , loss of mass in the generating process is compensated by producing atoms. To the contrary with which is`renormalized' in each step by a factor e ;P in order to prevent it from dying out or exploding (compare Ra, p 389] ). (For the equilibrium measure , the sets V jn are obtained iteratively as the components of the sets h ;1 (V jn;1 ).) This re-normalization brings a shift in the H older exponents which causes the distinct yet closely related shape of the spectra of y and .
It is this di erent w ay of compensating mass which causes the failure of the multifractal formalism for the inverse measure y .
The inversion formula in the general case
This section is devoted to the general proof of the inversion formula for f H and f P . F or notation, we refer back to Section 2. Our main result is Theorem 21 Let be a p r obability measure o n 0 1] and y its inverse measure. Assume 0 < 0 < 1. Then,
Corollary 22 (Inversion formula) Let be a p r obability measure o n 0 1] and y its inverse measure. Assume that 0 < < 1. Then,
The plan It is possible to apply the arguments given for f H in the continuous case to general measures (see Proposition 8). Di culties arise, however, if some of the atoms of lie on the boundary of gaps, the main problems lying in a generalization of M(K ) = K y 1= . In addition, the argument for f P ( ) cannot be generalized in this way because there is no one-to-one correspondence between packings of K and K y 1= in the presence of gaps. It is worthwhile, therefore, to give the following, somewhat more elaborate argument which proves the inversion formula in full generality for the Hausdor spectrum and the packing spectrum.
The rst step i) consists in perturbing slightly to obtain a new measure p which is non{vanishing. The corresponding M p (t) = p ( 0 t ]) is strictly increasing but not necessarily continuous.
As will be shown in ii)-iii), p and have the same H older exponents in all points of interest. More precisely, w e h a ve K p 0 \ R = K 0 \ R , where R := ft 2 0 1] : (I n ) ! 0 , j I n j ! 0 for all sequences (I n ) w i t h t 2 I n 8ng: We call the points of R -regular. Restricting attention to R means, in particular, to exclude the points in the gaps of which w ould contribute the p -H older exponent 1. Non{regular points either belong to the closure of some gap or are an atom of . Therefore, K 0 nR is at most countable and the spectra f H and f P of are not a ected by replacing K 0 by K 0 \ R . F or p , on the other hand, excluding points outside R changes the spectrum. Here, we will take a d v antage of the fact that the inversion formula holds for subsets of K p 0 . The change from y to py := ( p ) y corresponds to an expansion on the -axis which we i n troduce in iv). It is, unfortunately, not globally bi-Lipschitz. On each G y , h o wever, the distortion is small enough to preserve dimension. This is shown in v)-vii).
Once it is established that the perturbation does not a ect the spectra, we simply apply the same procedure to := py . This produces p which is continuous and nonvanishing by construction. The inversion formula holds, thus, for p which has the same dimension spectra as = py and, hence, the same as y . Its inverse py has the same spectra as y = pyy = p , w h i c h coincide with the spectra of . Through this chain of equalities,carried out in detail in viii), we will obtain the desired result.
i) The perturbed measure p Let (") : = " 1=" . Let A denote the countable, possibly empty set of values which M takes more than once. For notational simplicity, w e reserve the letter a for elements of A. F or every a let L a := ft : M(t) = ag, a so-called gap, which i s a n i n terval closed to the left and open or closed to the right. ii) Comparing and p Let I be an interval of length l 1 which is not contained in any gap, in other words, which c o n tains a point from R. Let l a := jL a \ Ij for all a 2 A . Due to l a l, w e h a ve P la>0 (l a ) P l 1=l a = l 1=l P (l a =l) 1=l l 1=l P (l a =l) l 1=l from which w e conclude (I) p (I) (I) + (jIj): (20) For all su ciently small intervals I containing a point t of K 0 , (I) w i l l e v entually be larger than jIj 2 0 and hence larger than (jIj). Relying on this idea, we will prove the claims announced in o). From (20) , it follows also that p has total mass p (IR) 2 1 2].
We refrain from normalizing p for the sake of simplicity.
iii) H older exponents of p Consider a sequence of intervals I n which c o n verges down to t 2 R . Assume that (I n ) : = log (I n ) log jI n j ! and take " 2 (0 ). If jI n j is su cient l y s m a l l , w e h a ve (jI n j) j I n j +" (I n ). With
implying p (I n ) := log p (I n )= log jI n j ! . Assume, on the other hand, that p (I n ) ! . For su ciently small jI n j, w e nd (jI n j) j I n j +2" (1=2)jI n j +" (1=2) p (I n ) and conclude with (20) (23) Here, we are slightly inconsequent in our notation since R py is not the entire set of pyregular points but only the ones that do not lie in any L p a .
Note some simple properties. Let I p be an interval and let I be the convex hull of its pre-image under , i.e.
I := h ;1 (I p )i := ;1 (I p ) f a 2 A : L p a I p g (24) which is again an interval. Denote byÎ the interior of I and by I its closure. The de nitions imply jIj = jÎj j I p j = jÎj + The basic idea is clear: The term P m a in (25) can be neglected due to (27) as soon as an upper estimate of y (I) a g a i n s t jIj or jI p j is available. If so, H older exponents must be identical. Minor di culties arise, however, from the fact that some details of intervals I p on the p -axis are not re ected by h ;1 (I p )i, in particular when I p ends in some L p a . Take 2 G y \ R y , " 2 (0 ) and let p := ( ). Take a n i n terval I p 3 p of length smaller than 1=n and let I := h ;1 (I p )i. Certainly, 2 I and jIj j I p j 1=n. Assume that n has been chosen large enough to ensure y (I) j Ij ;" and ((1=n) ;" ) 1=n.
The latter implies (x) x 1=( ;") whenever 0 x (1=n) ;" . With x = y (I) and (27), we obtain P a2I m a y (I) 1=( ;") j Ij. T h us, (25) and (26) vi) Let p 2 G py \ R py and take " 2 (0 = 2). The argument w e will give is almost identical to the one in v) only that we estimate P a m a against py (I p ). For later use in vii), we start again with I p 3 p and let I := h ;1 (I p )i. Unlike (28), we h a ve to produce an estimate involving y (I) rather than y (I) o r y (Î). So, we h a ve to deal with the possibility o f I p having a boundary point i n s o m e L p a .
Assume that jI p j 1=n where n is large enough to ensure py (I p ) j I p j ;" ((1=n) ;2" ) 1=n and n 2 "=( ;2") :
We h a ve (x) x 1=( ;2") for all x (1=n) ;2" and jI p j ( ;")=( ;2") (1=2)jI p j. 
For convenience, we repeat the assumptions of (29): p 2 G py \ R py , I p 3 p , and I p of su ciently small length. This bound is all we will need in vii) to estimate dimensions. To conclude on H older exponents, however, we h a ve to estimate y (I) against py (I p ) w h i c h is not possible under such general assumptions. Fortunately, w e need only consider the following situation: take a n y i n terval I containing := ;1 ( p ) a n d l e t Take " 2 (0 = 2). Let n be su ciently large, i.e. (1=n ;2" ) 1=n and n 2 "=( ;2") .
Set
A n := f 2 A : ( ) 2 I p and jI p j 1=n imply py (I p ) j I p j ;" g where I p denotes arbitrary intervals. De ning I as in (30) A n m := f 2 A n : 2 I and jIj 1=m imply jI j 1=ng:
By continuity of and v), A = n A n = n m A n m (A n and A n m are increasing in n and m). For n large enough, the estimate (29) applies to I for any i n terval I of length jIj 1=m which i n tersects A n m . But (29) means that is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on A n m and preserves dimensions. Together with the -stability of Hausdor and packing dimension the claim follows.
Since is de ned on IRnR only, this argument m i g h t not seem trustworthy t o t h e reader. This step being crucial to the whole proof, we proceed giving the details.
Consider a covering fI j g j of A n m by o p e n i n tervals of length jI j j Finally, let fI p j g j be a packing of (A n ) b y o p e n i n tervals of length jI p j j 1=n.
Consider I j := h ;1 (I p j )i. First, each I j meets A G y due to vi). Second, the I j are disjoint since is one-to-one and only atoms a with L p a I p j belong to I j by (24). Third, the last argument s h o ws in addition that I j is open. Thus, fI j g j forms a packing of A n .
Due to (28) and (29), we h a ve I p j 2jI j j and the rest follows by copying arguments of above and of Proposition 9.
viii) The spectra Again some notation. We apply the procedure described in i) to py . Let := py for the ease of notation. By construction, is a continuous measure on the p -axis. Its perturbation p is, consequently, continuous and non{vanishing. In analogy to i), we consider its inverse measure py as being de ned on the t p -axis.
Let N( p ) : = M py ( p ) = ( 0 p ]) and N p ( p ) : = p ( 0 p ]). The correspondence between points N( p ) o n t h e t-axis and N p ( p ) on the t p -axis is provided by an expansion . As described in iv), we h a ve (t) = N p N ;1 (t), provided N ;1 (t) i s a -regular point. But all points of R py = M p (R) are certainly -regular. In agreement with (23), we consider only the points of interest and set S := R py . By de nition of R, M p is a bijection between R and R py with inverse M py = N.
Hence, (t) = N p (M p (t)) for t 2 R .
This expresses in a very clear picture how w e distorted -a n d t-space to get rid of gaps (by M p ) and atoms (by N p ) of the measure . In analogy with iv), we l e t S py denote the points of interest on the t p -axis:
S py = N p (S) = N p (R py ) = N p (M p (R)) = (R):
Propositions 8 and 9, i.e. the inversion formula apply to the pair p and py . We already know that | as far as the spectra are concerned | p is`close' to = py which again is close to y . It remains to relate and py , more precisely, their`sets of H older In other words, for all but countably many t the following equivalence holds: (t) = if and only if y (M(t)) = 1= .
Final Remark In the case of (discontinuous) self-similar measures, the explicit construction of the measures q with q (K ) = 1 (Theorem 16) implies that K is of full f( ) -dimensional Hausdor and packing measure. In other words, the inversion formula is sharp for self-similar measures in the sense of giving`exact dimensions'. It would be interesting to know whether this is true in general.
With the notion of discontinuous self-similar measures a new family of multifractals have been introduced. While generalizations of self-similarity to in nite number of copies and to randomly picked maps result in concave spectra, we nd here for the rst time selfsimilar measures with non-concave n e m ultifractal spectra. So far, non-concave spectra were known only for non-multiplicative measures where K is no longer dense in the support of the measure.
